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CPR-AED

Priorities Assessment Findings
Chief Complaint Collapsed, unresponsive, no pulse, not breathing 
LOPQRST Witnessed or unwitnessed? 

Estimated time of onset. 
Circumstances/trauma. 
Location of patient. 
Antecedent symptoms/signs (difficulty breathing, serious illness) and their duration. 

AS/PN Bystander-initiated CPR. Pre-arrival CPR instructions from dispatch? Public access 
AED use.

AMPL Does the patient have any allergies to medications? 
History of heart disease? 
Current cardiac medications?

Initial Exam Establish Unresponsiveness. Check ABCs. Open and reposition airway.
Detailed Physical 
Exam

Vitals Signs: Pulseless and non-breathing (or agonal respirations) 
General: Identify unresponsiveness. Look for rigor mortis, dependent lividity, or 
unsurvivable trauma.  Look for a valid Wisconsin Do-not-resuscitate bracelet.
Skin: Mottled, Warm/cold, dependent lividity, rash, ecchymosis?
HEENT: Airway patient, foreign bodies, dry mucus membranes, furrowed lips?
Chest: Spontaneous respirations?
Lungs: Equal breath sounds, difficulty bagging or ventilating?
Cardiovascular: Absence of heart sounds, carotid or femoral pulses?
Abdomen: Distended?
Extremities: Rigor mortis, edema, deformity?
Neurological: Unresponsive to verbal and painful stimulation?

Data Cardiac rhythm analysis, blood glucose (EMT only), SpO2

Goals of Therapy Return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC)
Monitoring Cardiac Monitoring as authorized, Vital Signs, and SpO2

Note:
 Unlike adult cardiac arrest, which is usually due to a primary cardiac abnormality, pediatric 

cardiac arrest most often occurs as a result of asphyxia. The most common reasons for this 
include progressive respiratory failure and shock.

General Considerations

1. CPR comes first.  Determine unresponsiveness, open airway and begin CPR.

2. Chest compressions at 100/minute, allowing complete chest recoil by not resting any weight of
the rescuer on the patients chest.

3. Do not interrupt CPR except when absolutely necessary

4. OP or NP airway required during BVM ventilation

5. Ventilate at no more than 10 breaths per minute

6. Compression/ventilation ratio is 30:2 until advanced airway in place then 15:2 with minimal 
pause to allow ventilation

7. All contact with patient must be avoided during analysis of rhythm and/or delivery of shock(s).

8. Automated external defibrillation is not used in cardiac arrest in children under 8 years of age 
and less than 90 lbs unless using a device with Pediatric pads and cables.

9. Preferred placement of AED pads is sternum of chest and left lateral chest wall

10. Call for ALS backup immediately.
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11. Preparation for transport of patient should begin as staffing allows

USE OF THE AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR

Operational Steps- Multiple Rescuers

1. Stop CPR if in progress

2. Verify pulselessness and apnea

3. If no by-stander CPR: Have partner resume CPR, perform 2 minutes of CPR before 
defibrillation

4. Turn on defibrillator power and attach device 

5. Stop CPR

6. Clear patient

7. Initiate analysis of rhythm.  If AED advises shock:

a. Deliver shock
b. Perform 2 minutes of CPR
c. Check Pulse
d. Analyze rhythm
e. If machine advises shock, deliver second shock
f. Perform 2 minutes of CPR
g. Check Pulse
h. Analyze rhythm
i. If machine advises shock, deliver third shock
j. Perform 2 minutes of CPR
k. Check pulse

8. If pulse returns, check breathing and ensure adequate ventilation.

9. If no pulse

a. Resume CPR for two minutes

b. Repeat steps 6 - 8.  Deliver no more than six shocks without contacting Medical 
Control for orders.

10. If, after any rhythm analysis, the machine advises no shock, check pulse.

a. If pulse is present, check breathing, and ensure adequate ventilation.

b. If no pulse, resume CPR for two minutes and repeat rhythm analysis.  If AED advises 
shock, repeat steps 6 - 8.

c. If no shock continues to be advised, resume CPR for additional 2 minute and analyze 
rhythm again.

d. If no shock continues to be advised, resume CPR and transport
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Operational Steps - Single rescuer

1. Verify pulselessness and apnea.

2. Turn on defibrillator power and attach device.

3. Clear patient

4. Initiate analysis of rhythm.  If AED advises shock:

a. Deliver shock
b. Analyze rhythm
c. If machine advises shock, deliver second shock
d. Perform 2 minutes of CPR
e. Check Pulse
f. Analyze rhythm
g. If machine advises shock, deliver third shock
h. Perform 2 minutes of CPR
i. Check pulse

5. If pulse returns, check breathing and ensure adequate ventilation.

6. If no pulse returns continue CPR until ALS arrives

7. If, after any rhythm analysis, the machine advises no shock, check pulse.

a. If pulse is present, check breathing, and ensure adequate ventilation.

b. If no pulse, resume CPR for two minutes and repeat rhythm analysis.  If AED advises 
shock, repeat steps 4 and 5

c. If no shock continues to be advised, resume CPR for additional 2 minute and analyze 
rhythm again.

d. If no shock continues to be advised, resume CPR until help arrives

ALL LEVELS

 Insert non-visualized airway as authorized

 Request ALS Intercept
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